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Competing in a fast-changing
marketplace, consumer electronics
retailer Eldorado LLC needed to
accelerate its decision-making
speed. The Moscow-based company deployed the SAP NetWeaver®
Business Warehouse Accelerator
software to reduce the time needed
to generate reports and produce
query responses. Using the accelerator, Eldorado streamlined access
to business intelligence (BI),
increased user productivity, and
freed up valuable IT resources.
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Retail

Key Challenges
• Make business adjustments to keep pace
with a quickly changing marketplace
• Accelerate query response time to enable
faster business decision making
• Decrease time required to generate
reports
• Control spending required to store rapidly
growing data volumes
• Reduce effort required to maintain data
aggregates in business intelligence
software

Why SAP Was Selected
• Extensive integration with existing SAP®
software landscape
• Nondisruptive software implementation,
supporting need for high availability
• Low total cost of ownership due to lack of
required customization
• Minimal integration risks
• High-performance servers and software
• Speed and effectiveness of solution

Implementation Best Practices
• Deployed software on time, in just
5 hours, and within budget
• Minimized costs by engaging hosted
solution
• Configured software to support 900
headquarters users and workers at retail
locations
• Required only a short learning curve for IT
users and no training for business users

Low Total Cost of Ownership
• Significantly decreased IT and personnel
resources needed to support BI activities
• Required no significant business process
reengineering
• Eliminated need for data aggregates
• Reduced total storage capacity required
• Optimized use of existing hardware
• Decreased CPU workload on servers

Financial and Strategic Beneﬁts
• Enabled direct data inquiry by business
users, enhancing decision support
• Accelerated report generation from multiple data perspectives
• Eliminated need for preliminary data preparation and aggregation
• Increased scalability of BI tools, enhancing
support for business growth

Operational Beneﬁts
• Business user productivity in generating
reports increased 4 to 20 times
• Generation time for high-tuned reports
with predefined aggregates increased 2 to
5 times
• Generation time for reports with no predefined aggregates increased over 100
times
• Average time required to prepare key performance indicator report reduced by 79%
• 25% server memory space freed by
removal of data aggregates
• IT labor costs for report generation and
maintenance reduced by 36%

“The SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse Accelerator software is a revolutionary
product that provided us with the opportunity to create fundamental change.”

www.sap.com /contactsap

Roman Zinchenko, SAP Business Intelligence Group Head, Eldorado LLC

In times of rapid business growth or
dramatic marketplace change, organizations must have clear decision-making
visibility. That’s why Eldorado LLC, an
electronics consumer retailer, added
the SAP NetWeaver® Business Warehouse Accelerator software to its IT
landscape.
“Our market was changing quickly,
and our data volumes were exploding,”
explains Roman Zinchenko, group
head of SAP business intelligence at
Eldorado. “We needed to accelerate
our business intelligence query
response time and swiftly generate
the reports we needed to support
decision making. The SAP software
helped enhance our visibility.”

Delayed Decision Support
Headquartered in Moscow, Eldorado
sells consumer electronics, domestic
appliances, computers, and photo
equipment. More than 650 stores –
including superstores and hypermarkets
– are located in more than 450 cities
throughout Russia, the Ukraine, and
Kazakhstan. As the business grew, so
did Eldorado’s data volumes.
As a result, it often took three business
days to generate reports. Query
responses were delayed. The slow
delivery of business intelligence (BI)
compromised the company’s decisionmaking speed. The cost and effort
required to maintain and store data
aggregates became prohibitive.

Low-TCO Hosted Solution
A longtime user of SAP® software,
Eldorado sought a solution that would
integrate with its existing IT landscape
and could be deployed without disruption.
The company chose a low-cost, hosted
deployment of the accelerator software
because it required no customization,
offered minimal integration risks, and
provided high server performance. The
software also eliminated the need for
data aggregates.
Working with hosting provider itelligence
Inc., the IT team deployed the SAP software within the time frame allotted – just
five hours – and within budget. The team
configured the software to support 900
business users and workers at Eldorado’s
many retail locations. The accelerator
required no training for business users
and only a short learning curve for IT
users.

New Value in BI Productivity
Since the deployment, Eldorado has realized valuable benefits. Because users
are able to conduct data inquiries directly,
costs for IT labor needed to support
report generation and maintenance have
been reduced by 36%. Furthermore,
the accelerator introduced a dramatic
improvement in the time required to generate reports. Overall, business users
can now generate reports 4 to 20 times
faster. Reports that use predefined aggregates can be generated up to four times
faster. Simple reports using no predefined
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aggregates can be generated over 100
times faster. The average time required
to prepare one widely used report on
key performance indicators was cut
by 79%.
“Now our business users can quickly
and intuitively generate reports from
multiple data perspectives,” says
Zinchenko. “This greatly enhances our
decision-support capabilities.”

Ready to Grow
By optimizing the use of Eldorado’s
existing hardware, the software
increased the scalability of critical IT
assets. One measure showed the software uses only 10% of overall server
capacity.
The accelerator required no significant
business process reengineering, and it
helped reduce the total required storage. What’s more, the elimination of
data aggregates decreased CPU workloads and freed an additional 25% of
server memory space.
“Now we operate using our existing
storage, and our users’ activity can
grow by a factor of 10 before we need
to make additional investments,” says
Zinchenko. “In addition to these savings, the SAP software provides opportunities for enhanced scalability, which
will support our ongoing business
growth.”

